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The “clouds of information” behind
endless scrolling in Instagram, streaming Netflix,
and operating any institution or corporate
data has a physical presence – hundreds of
giant, mostly windowless, featureless boxes
scattered across the globe, taking a growing toll
on the warming planet. The 21st century digital
era relies on enormous data centers which
regrettably consume vast amounts of electricity,
water and emit as much CO2 as the aviation
industry. According to studies, by 2040, storing
digital data is set to create 14 percent of world’s
emissions, around the same proportion as the
U.S. does today. How can we ensure that the
digital preeminence has minimal environmental
impacts? Can local climates be used to our
advantage to power these energy hogs?
Server farms spread across acres in
cold climates need to be supplemented with
industrial block sized facilities at periphery of
cities which again need to be supplemented
with neighborhood sized data centers in the
downtown area to shave milliseconds off
transactions. As more and more cities in the
U.S. and around world warming up, the choice
of Phoenix climate provides the opportunity to
design with a realistic expectation of the future
planet.
(Board-1) Phoenix is in 2B Climatic Zone
according to ASHRAE, a hot and dry climate,
meaning the range between dry bulb and
dew point temperature is wide enough for
us to strategize evaporative cooling. Learning
from thousands of years of experience, we
referenced three vernacular cases using adobe
construction in hot and dry climate. Persians
used piled mound structure to introduce

cool air into hot interior to create ice cubes;
Taos people in New Mexico built self-shading
houses; and the Great Mosque of Djenné in Mali
aggregated same geometry and created open
airflow (1.1). We extensively investigated solar
radiation (1.2, 1.3) and night flushing effects (1.4)
on our building geometry. From a modular coneshaped geometry inspired by the case studies, by
aggregating the modular geometries in various sizes
and orientation, we minimize the solar heat gain on
the building envelope. Further re-examination of
surface exposure to clear sky led to the iterations
for optimal night flushing potential, thanks to the
earthen material property.
Evaporative cooling enables cold airflow within the masses which is served by cooling
towers punctured into the aggregated mass causing
a down-draft effect in the volume (2.1). Hot air is
drafted into the building with misting nozzles placed
in the cooling shafts to reduce the temperature. The
cooled air breezes through the data servers warming
again as it ascends to the air outlets, creating a selfsufficient feedback cycle of cool airflow.
(Board-2) The envelope stands alone in testimony
to material and mass protecting the interior from
the harsh environment outside. We separate the
functions in the mounds to serve two types of users
- the machines and the people. People spaces desire
daylight, thermal comfort and conditioning which is
unlikely in the case of machines where air-flow is of
utmost priority. The bigger machine mounds host
‘data trees’ which are porous organic forms replacing
traditional floors to support data servers (2.2). The
data trees are derived from Voronoi’s principles
creating concentric air-voids maximizing stack effect
potential within the mass. Smaller mounds house
people spaces like offices and administration, people
can also transition into the machine space through
catwalks connecting the offices to data trees. The

detail shows part of envelope composed of
adobe bricks and inset glass blocks (2.3). In
whole, we exploit the form by identifying parts
of the mass exposed to high radiation vs parts
shaded from the sun to locate vegetation (most
shaded) and glass blocks (lesser radiation)(2.4).
(Board-3) The aspiration was to incorporate
the strong sense of design intelligence that we
acquired from the site itself: by incorporating
the gestural qualities of xeric landscape onto
our site, it gave us the opportunity to elegantly
coalesce different landscape elements such
as bio swales, circulation, and storm water
management (3.4). This has helped us to
intricately merge the two facets of bio climatic
techniques and form. The Summer (3.1) and
winter (3.2) landscapes are of differing nature in a
way that the summer landscape accommodates
stormwater management systems and the
winter landscapes aim to provide windbreaks
through the pleated gestures in the landscape
design (3.3). Integrating these qualities into
the UTCI simulations resulted in the creation
of organic and free flowing spaces that weave
through the central Axis of the site.
(Board-4) We have taken the well-integrated
analysis to address the aesthetic qualities of
the space inside and out. Intricately merging
the different geometries and systems created
a much more appealing design language
considering the materiality of adobe and glass
blocks. The inevitability of the proliferation of
data centers now and in the near future, probed
us to delve into the mission of creating buildings
that fundamentally challenge the norm. The
seeking is to integrate space, material, and form
with our warming world.

